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Introduction
Testing of the new Learning Events Management (LEM) booking system was conducted over
four days with nine Open University students and one member of staff. The candidates used a
prototype site, which was iterated during the testing based on feedback.
Prototype site: http://stephenturvey.github.io/group-tuition/students-phase2/index.html
Feedback from testing: Google form

Student selection
The students were a cross section of the current student population are and varied in:
●
●

●

●

Length of time at the OU
○ 1 year to 10+ years
Subjects
○ Psychology
○ Art and History
○ Masters in online and distance education
○ Open degree
○ Languages
○ Maths
○ Software development and networking
○ Computing and IT
○ Computer science
Experience with study
○ Mostly enjoying studying with some struggling
○ One students had paused study and one was wishing it was over
78% have been to tutorials

●

Of the 78% that had attend a tutorial, 43% experienced face-to-face tutorials and online
tutorials. 57% had just experienced online tutorials

●

60% had been to tutorials with their own tutor, where 40% saw a tutor that was not their
module group tutor

●

●

On the whole, students said that more options to attend tutorials would be welcome and
one students mentioned that they found face-to-face tutorials can sometimes be tricky to
get to. Podcasts of tutorials was also suggested so students can watch it after the event.
One student said they felt the tutorial they attended wasn’t worth it for the distance.
One student said they would prefer to see their normal tutor in a tutorial, however all the
others had no issue with a tutorial being run by a different tutor. As long as they know
their field and can cover the material, that is the most important thing. A familiar face is
nice to see but a different tutor could also provide additional insight.

Questions used in testing
1.
2.
3.
4.

How would you find a list of all upcoming tutorials for B716?
How can you find out what the tutorial will be covering?
How can you find out where a tutorial will be held so you can plan how to get there?
How would you let the university/tutor/venue know about any additional requirements you
have so they can make reasonable adjustments for you?
5. How would you go about securing a place on a tutorial for B716?
6. You would like to book onto Tutorial 2 for B716 in Whittlebury. How would you do this?
a. Please click the email confirmation link - does this cover everything you’d expect to see?
7. How would you join the waiting list for Tutorial 2 B716 in Whittlebury?
8. Have you noticed the ‘Additional study events’? What do you think these are and what would
you call them?
a. Note: So if you were interested in Library or Careers events, would this be the place
you’d think to look?
b. Should this be grouped in with the ‘Tutorials’ information?
c. If an event is not related to your module, what would you expect to see in the ‘Module’
column?
9. Now you are on the waiting list, what do you think happens next? What does ‘Waiting list’
mean to you?
10. How would you provide feedback on the quality of the tutorial venue?
11. Where would you expect to find a record of all your previously attended tutorials?
a. Is this important to you? Why would this be useful?
12. You’ve been told you have a compulsory Residential School on B716 and want to find out
when it is, how would you do this?
a. Note to facilitator (Optional): is it clear to see the start and ends times? How would they
book onto this, e.g. book then try and get annual leave, or vice versa?
13. How would you go about seeing all the tutorials for B716 so you can see what is booked and
what you still need to book?
14. Do you feel you need any supporting information about the new tutorial arrangements and
this system?
a. If so, where would you look for help?
15. Now you’ve experienced this new system that includes tutorials, additional events, booking
buttons etc, what would you call it?

StudentHome screen

1.1 Students did not notice the ‘Your tutorials and study events’ link in the box
between the Qualifications Online box and the module boxes. This box may benefit
from more user testing as to discover its usefulness.
Phase 3 candidate, need to make changes and re-test with students, ideal in their
‘for-real’ experience.
1.2 (See question 12) It would be helpful to include direct links that say ‘Residential
schools’ and link to the LEM system, as a number of students expected to see this on
the StudentHome page within the module-specific sections. It was not an issue to
them that the links go to the same place as ‘Tutorial dates’.
Phase 3 candidate, need to make changes and re-test with students, ideal in their
‘for-real’ experience.
1.3 Students suggested that the prompt to book a tutorial should disappear once a
student has booked.
Phase 3 candidate, need to make changes and re-test with students, ideal in their
‘for-real’ experience.
1.4 ‘Tutorial dates’ was the most popular route overall.

1.5 Some students noticed the ‘Book your next tutorial’ advert and commented that it
was easy. When the advert was not noticed, students opted for ‘Tutorial dates’ within
the module section or commented that they would go via the module website, where
links to tutorial booking/info. would be expected.

Your tutorials and study events

2.1 Just having a link showing the module code is confusing to some students as
they do not recognise them and communicate using the actual title of the module.
This seemed particularly applicable to newer students. Consider displaying both
module code and module title together.
Phase 2 candidate, need to update the prototype and add to IT backlog.
2.2 There was a mixed response to the use of ‘n/a’ under ‘Module’ when an event
does not relate to a specific module. Some said it was not an issue, however, equally
others said that it doesn’t feel right and seems as though they are non-OU events.
Suggest to use ‘-’ or ‘All’, however the latter may have issues if the event just relates
to a couple of subjects.
Phase 3 candidate, need to make changes and re-test with students, ideal in their
‘for-real’ experience.

2.3 Students did not always feel that ‘Your past tutorials’ is particularly useful as they
were aware of the study record and would expect to see this information there as well.
Phase 3 candidate, need to make changes and re-test with students, ideal in their
‘for-real’ experience. Make overlap with changes to the study record that are a part of
the Study Planning project.
2.4 The original title on this page was ‘Your tutorials’, however following student
feedback this was changed to “Your tutorials and study events”, which tested
positively.
2.5 The ‘Book a tutorial’ prompt was seen easily and all students found their way to
the full list of available tutorials.

Tutorials for B716

3.1 Without real data it’s hard to know exactly how explanatory the titles are going to
be.
Purpose column is useful but we could potentially remove this if the titles are clear
and detailed
Phase 1. Updated to remove ‘purpose’. Worth considering re-introducing as a part of
phase 3 but will require curriculum data changes.
3.2 ‘Extra events from your tutor’ has since been removed to integrate these events
with the table above it. The original label suggested that these were less important.
This section could potentially be reinstated with a title change.
Phase 3 candidate, need to make changes and re-test with students, ideal in their
‘for-real’ experience.
3.3 ‘Other OU study events you may be interested in’ was added and includes a bullet
list of examples. This tested well. It originally said ‘Additional study events’ and had
no explanation and students found this was unclear so did not engage with it.
Already revised as per suggestion as a part of phase 1.
3.4 Students noticed the purpose column and tutorial title.

3.5 Students were able to easily identify which tutorials were compulsory.

Venue information

4.1 Places to stay nearby are missing from this page and would be very helpful.
4.1,4.2 and 4.3 all relate to a critical oversight in the system. IT were not expecting to
provide much information about venues. At the moment there is a 250 character limit
for all info about the venue: parking, directions, facilities, additional info. This info is
often cropped mid-sentence and all runs into one single paragraph rather than the
table you see above.
The LEM system needs to convey essential venu info to students so somebody will
need to author this info. Siebel needs more fields to be truly effective in presenting the
data to students.

Phase 1 might enable all the data to exist in a single paragraph without being
cropped.
Phase 2 might enable the data to be presented in a more readable way as per the
table in the design above.
Phase 3 might add additional fields to Siebel and we might learn what kinds of data
students really need and revise accordingly.

4.2 Local transport information is missing and is critical for some students.

4.3 “How close to the venue is the parking?” This may be displayed in the
accessibility information but is hard to know for definite. One student had concerns
about this as they have a disability but no badge and can’t be too far from the venue.

4.4 It would be useful to add a ‘Print’ option on this page. This has been added to the
prototype.
Phase 2 candidate.
4.5 Students found the venue details page very easily and said the map was very
useful, friendly and saves time. It allows them to easily view the larger version and
work out directions and they did not have any concerns over the accuracy of Google
Maps. In absence of the map, students said they would copy and paste the address
into Google Maps anyway.

Tutorial details and booking options, B716 Tutorial 1:

5.1 ‘TBC’ on venue information can cause some concern, as it feels as though the
tutorial isn’t fully agreed yet so could fall through. These students would not want to
risk booking time off for these events. Consider an ‘info’ icon to explain in more
detail.
Phase 2 candidate.
5.2 One student thought that the green ‘Book now’ icon mean they were booked on it
because it was green and they didn’t read the button. Consider an alternative colour.

Phase 2 candidate.
5.3 By adding ‘Places remaining’ or something similar, this would help students to
make decisions on whether they should book or not. If this is not an issue and the
intention is for the university to always make sure there are places by booking a
bigger venue then this needs to be clearly explained. Could the venue potentially
change location? How does that affect students who are already booked?
Phase 2 or 3 candidate.
5.4 Students didn’t have any issues with the filter and realised the sort functions
were there. The mainly sorted the data by ‘date’ or ‘location’.

Tutorial details and booking options, B716 Tutorial 2

6.1 The initial waiting list design for joining was ‘Full - join waiting list’ using just text.
This was changed to make it clearer that students actually need to join the waiting list.
The new ‘Join waiting list’ button tested much more successfully.

Confirm booking

7.1 This page tested well and makes sense to students.

Tutorial booking confirmation screen

8.1 For those who found the links “let us know” and “contact us about any additional
requirements”, they found the your-contacts page not very helpful and was confusing
as the only option that made sense to them was ‘All other queries’. This would give
them their SST number, which is the correct place but the relationship to the booking
system feels vague.
This has since been changed in the prototype to include a phone number, opening
times and a link to a contact form.
Phase 1 - done. Consider lifespan of solution as very specific to 16E process.
8.2 For the 16E release there will be a dedicated form and phone number for
additional requirements, however it will be sensible to consider continuing this
through to the main release.
Phase 1 - done. Consider lifespan of solution as very specific to 16E process.
8.3 Some students would contact their tutor directly about any additional
requirements they may have. They commented that they would expected the tutor’s
name to be hyperlinked, or better still, have their contact details showing so that they
could contact them easily.
Phase 3 candidate.
8.4 One student commented that they would expect to see contact information for the
venue to let them know directly about any needs they have. This may not be how the
university would prefer students make arrangements so consideration should be
given to revealing this information. It could potentially be seen via the venue’s website
anyway, so some advice about who to contact would deal with this.
Phase 2 candidate.
8.5 Consider adding opening times of a venue, as one student commented on how
they couldn’t get into a venue before their tutorial started due to the venue being
closed. They could potentially get this information from the link to the venue’s website,
so consider this issue if this link is missing/removed.
Phase 3 candidate.
8.6 We need to make it clear that the ‘Add to calendar’ button does not add the event
to the study planner, it is personal calendars only. If events are automatically added to
the study planner then we need to say this somewhere on the page.

The prototype has been updated to reflect this and now says ‘Add to personal
calendar’.
Phase 3 candidate. IT won’t build the add to calendar functionality at all within the
project as it stands.
8.7 ‘Add to calendar’ is “Excellent”, “really useful” and would be particularly good on
mobile devices.
8.8 ‘Print this page’ is useful to some students so that they can have a hard copy to
take with them. This is especially helpful if they find they have no signal to view the
information on their mobile device, or they need to contact their tutor on the day
(providing their tutors details are also included here).
8.9 The text in the confirmation email tested well. Some students suggested that it
would be useful to include everything from the ‘Confirmation’ page, however the
majority felt that the email was sufficient, short and concise. If anything is to be added
here, the tutor’s name would be helpful.

Join waiting list - information page

9.1 It was felt that this page explained the concept of waiting lists well, is useful and
makes sense.

Join waiting list - confirmation page

10.1 There is currently no date or time in the email confirmation for the tutorial. This
will need to be added.
Phase 2 candidate.
10.2 Originally, the confirmation email did not contain the actual ‘book by’ date. This
was requested by students and added to the prototype. See ‘If you have not been
allocated a place by…’
Phase 2 or 3 candidate?
10.3 This page generally tested well, however it was mentioned a few times that
students would like to know their place in the waiting list; are there a couple of other
students ahead of them or hundreds?

Phase 2 or 3 candidate?
10.4 When/if a place becomes available then it would be good to give at least 5 days
notice so students have time to plan.

Feedback on venue

11.1 Students questioned how they would leave feedback on the tutorial as a whole.
Consider adding a link to appropriate form or information on how to do this. This may
also reduce the amount of feedback that is left here that isn’t about the venue.
Phase 3 candidate.
11.2 If the feedback is quite serious, students would expect a response of some kind.
Is this the appropriate place for serious issues to be fed back to the university? Is
there a different place to make a complaint?
Phase 3 candidate.
11.3 Make it clear where the feedback is going. Is it to the venue manager or
someone at the university?

Phase 2 candidate.

Summary
Overall students found the booking system intuitive, straight-forward and easy to use. They
were all able to book onto tutorials and understood how the system works. Any issues are laid
out above in this document.
Student quotes on how this system compares with other booking systems they have used:
“Intuitive”
“Didn’t get frustrated”
“Works well”
“Simple”
“Effective”
“Un-complicated”
“Similar”
“Familiar”
“Clear, concise, simple”
“I like it”
“1000 times better than previous OU booking system”
“Very clear, concise”
“Not cluttered”
“Good”

Getting extra help
A number of students mentioned that they would look to the Computing Guide if they needed
help using the booking system. We need to make sure the Computing Guide is updated to
reflect this.

Live student feedback
Date: 15 May 2016 12:09:34 BST
“Dear support team,
After having missed the first tutorial as there was no notification prior to it happening, I
have some suggestions...
There is no booking deadline, so until what time before the actual tutorial can I still book
a place?

Also, the time zone is missing. Do you, per default, show UK time or does the time
displayed online adapt to my time zone I am currently in?”
Date: 14 May 2016 12:02:48 BST
“Hello,
It would very useful if there is possibility to export booked events to calendar. I hope that
helps.”
Date: 13 May 2016 13:28:43 BST
“Hi, would there be any chance of varying the days of the week and the start times of
tutorials?
Every Wednesday evening I have to pick my son up at 8pm and don't get home till 8.30,
so I will miss the vast majority of the tutorials, except for the two short Saturday ones.”
Date: 12 May 2016 15:51:20 BST
“Could you make the language used for tutorials consistent throughout the materials? So
far i've seen 'tutorial', 'day school', 'workshop', 'meeting', 'online meeting', 'face to face
meeting' etc. I'm an experienced student and it's confusing. God help new students
trying to make sense of things!”
Date: 11 May 2016 16:56:18 BST
“First impressions are that the system looks very good. Easy to use and good to see
dates lined up with tutorials well in advance in a convenient manner. Helps planning.
Couple of areas to consider:1. The "booked tutorials" table would work better if the rows could be organised in a
more flexible way. At the moment they are arranged by date, which is good but I'd like
the flexibility to also group by module.
2. When a new tutorial is being booked it's not possible to see if the date selected
clashes with any other tutorial date already booked, without going back and fro between
screens.
That's all I've spotted so far - as I say very good!”

Date: 20 April 2016 17:08:21 BST
“It would be really great to have the ability to put the tutorials directly into my calendar iCal and Outlook.”

